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CHIEF EDDIE HOFFMAN HWY, MP 0 to 4.4, PAVEMENT PRESERVATION
Contractor: Knik Construction
This project will improve road conditions of Chief Eddie Hoffman Highway and Ridgecrest Drive. Watson’s Corner and adjacent areas will have extensive work done to improve the road. Work will include crews installing six inches of foamed asphalt and four inches of asphalt on top, for 10 inches total.

DILLINGHAM

DOWNTOWN STREETS REHABILITATION
Contractor: JJC Enterprises, Inc.
This project will realign and rehabilitate three streets forming a loop within the downtown area of Dillingham. The project area includes Main Street, D Street, and 2nd Avenue. Work will include pedestrian improvements over the inclusive route, and installing grading, drainage, paving, signing, and striping.

DILLINGHAM

BETHEL, CHIEF EDDIE HOFFMAN HWY, MP 0 to 4.4, PAVEMENT PRESERVATION
Contractor: Knik Construction
This project will improve road conditions of Chief Eddie Hoffman Highway and Ridgecrest Drive. Watson’s Corner and adjacent areas will have extensive work done to improve the road. Work will include crews installing six inches of foamed asphalt and four inches of asphalt on top, for 10 inches total.

DILLINGHAM DOWNTOWN STREETS REHABILITATION
Contractor: JJC Enterprises, Inc.
This project will realign and rehabilitate three streets forming a loop within the downtown area of Dillingham. The project area includes Main Street, D Street, and 2nd Avenue. Work will include pedestrian improvements over the inclusive route, and installing grading, drainage, paving, signing, and striping.